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The Question

• Would it be nice if we can automatically...

• Have an email turned into a meeting schedule 
showing up in my calendar application;

• Obtain the answer to the question such as “was 
there any shuttle mission in ‘87?”

• Summarize events in Beethoven’s life, in 
chronological order



The Question

• But what kind of information do we have?

• From email: “I’m free next week. Let’s meet on 
Monday”.

• From newswire: ”after the Columbia accident in ‘86, 
shuttle missions were suspended in the following 2 
years”

• From web: “At 14 Beethoven was able to deputize for 
his teacher. Three years later... Prince Maxmilian
Franz sent him to Vienna to further his education...”

• From news, intelligence sources, historical data etc.



The Solutions

• Identify, represent, and reason with 
temporal information in NL

• Verb tense/aspect

• Temporal expressions: “Wednesday”, “in a 
!eek”, “current”, “recently”, “..., when th" 
market stabilized”, etc.

• Events



What are we doing here?

“I wish I could run that fast too!”



Dawn of Human Civilization
Well, not quite...



Our Attack Plan
Texts

Constraint Solver Queries

Answers

TDBFacts

Syntax-Semantics 

Interface

Interpretation Module

Identifies and translates 
temporal expressions 
into our representation

Rewrites the 
representation using 

contextual information

Forms a temporal 
constraint problem and 

solves it



Outline

• Modeling temporal scenarios in temporal 
constraint satisfaction problems

• Modeling human calendars

• Representing temporal information (Time 
Calculus)

• Applications



“At 14 Beethoven was able to 
deputize for his teacher. Three 
years later, recognizing his 
talent, Prince Maximilian Franz 
sent him to Vienna to further his 
education. He would soon return 

within two weeks on the news that his mother 
was dying. She passed away 3 months later on 
July 17, 1787.

Beethoven’s trip to Vienna

T1

[14 years]

T2

[3 years] [0,2 weeks]

T4= {17day, jul,1787year}

temporal 
variable

T1'

month
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day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod

{morning,...}

...

calendar (CSP)

solution: {1770year}

solution: {1784year}

T3

solution: {1787year,apr}

[3 months]

solution: {(>=93200,<=93206)week}

Figure 2: TCSP depicting Beethoven’s first trip to Vienna

our temporal representation (shown in the parentheses):

“At 14 (T1 : {T1′+|14year|}) Beethoven was able to deputize for his teacher. Three
years later (T2 : { +|3year|}), recognizing his talent, Prince Maxmilian Franz sent
him to Vienna to further his education. He would soon return within two weeks
(T3 : { +|(< 2)week|}) on the news that his mother was dying. She passed away 3
months later on July 17, 1787 (T4 : { +|3month|, jul, 17day, 1787year}).”

The details of the representation language are given in Section 3.3, but suffice it to say that T1′
to T4 denote temporal objects, {·} represents a point (at certain granularity) in time, | · | denotes
a temporal quantity, and ‘ ’ encodes an open temporal variable (temporal focus). The time T1′
in particular denotes the birth of the composer. The Interpretation Module then instantiates the
temporal foci based on the context:

T1 : {T1′+|14year|} (deputizing − at− 14)
T2 : {T1+|3year|} (off − to−Vienna)
T3 : {T2+|(< 2)week|} (return)
T4 : {T3+|3month|, jul, 17day, 1787year} (mother′s− death).

The entire set of temporal objects is then converted into temporal variables of a TCSP, shown in
Fig. 2:3 each node in the figure represents one temporal variable, and the label on an edge repre-
sents the time difference between the adjacent variables: e.g., label [0, 2weeks] means the difference
between T2 and T3 is from 0 to 2 weeks (T2 is earlier). Inside each node is a calendar constraint
system initialized by the expression, and it serves as the unary constraint for the node in solving
the TCSP. Finally, as will be described in Section 3.2.1, the Constraint Solver takes over, decides
that the particular TCSP is consistent, and gives an anchored time for each variable (shown in
Fig. 2, in italics). At this point the solution can be entered into a TDB for future use.

Suppose we are given another passage describing Mozart’s activity in Vienna:
3The week numbers are counted from January 1, 1 AD (the 1st week).
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Instantiating Temporal Foci
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Temporal Constraint 
Satisfaction Problems (TCSP)
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“Constraint Networks”



Example: Mozarťs Activity in 
Vienna

“Mozart went to Munich to 
compose the opera late in 1780. 
The next year, he was 
summoned from Munich to 
Vienna, where the Salzburg court 
was in residence on the accession 

of a new emperor. Mozart lived in Vienna for the 
rest of his life, until he died in 1791.”

T7={1791year}T6
[1 year]

[0,!] [0,!]

T5={1780year}
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Figure 3: Did Beethoven and Mozart meet in Vienna? Mozart’s activity is shown in shaded graph.

“Mozart went to Munich to compose the opera late in 1780 (T5 : {1780year}). The
next year (T6 : { +|1year|}), he was summoned from Munich to Vienna, where the
Salzburg court was in residence on the accession of a new emperor. Mozart lived in
Vienna for the rest of his life, until he died in 1791 (T7 : {1791year}).”

Again the Interpretation Module rewrites T6 into {T5 + |1year|}, and a TCSP is formed. At this
point we are interested to see if it is possible that Beethoven’s stay in Vienna overlaps with Mozart’s
residence in the city, and this requires tests of all possible interval-interval relations. In particular,
the test that the interval from T2 to T3 is contained in that from T6 to T7 can be performed by
inserting two hypothetical edges to relate the two TCSPs (shown in Fig. 3). The Constraint Solver
then confirms the consistency of the merged TCSP, therefore the facts support the possibility of a
meeting.4

1.2 Expected Contributions

This work will design and implement a comprehensive framework for resolution of time in NL. In
particular the framework will consist of the following components:

1. A constraint-based model of “real” time that will provide a principled way for modeling
many human calendars, and offer necessary services for comparing times and doing temporal
arithmetics.

2. A representation language for temporal expressions, time calculus, that works with the rest
of the constraint-based framework, and can encode a wide range of expressions and account
for phenomena such as under-specification and granularity change.

4Historically, whether the two met anywhere is still an unsolved puzzle, although Mozart did make comments on
Beethoven’s works.
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1. A constraint-based model of “real” time that will provide a principled way for modeling
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4Historically, whether the two met anywhere is still an unsolved puzzle, although Mozart did make comments on
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Figure 3: Did Beethoven and Mozart meet in Vienna? Mozart’s activity is shown in shaded graph.
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Question: Did Beethoven & 
Mozart Meet?

T7={1791year}T6
[1 year]

[0,!] [0,!]

T5={1780year}

T1

[14 years]

T2

[3 years] [0,2 weeks]

T4= {17day, jul,1787year}

temporal 
variable

T1'

month

year

day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod

{morning,...}

...

calendar (CSP)

solution: {1770year}

solution: {1784year}

T3

solution: {1787year,apr}

[3 months]

solution: {(>=93200,<=93206)week}

solution: {1781year}

YES, because the 

merged TCSP is 

consistent!

They could have 

met in 1791, when 

Beethoven was 17.



Solving TCSPs [Dechter et al, 91]

• We get to know...

• Is it consistent?

• What are the feasible assignments to the 
variables (nodes)?

• What are the relations that can possibly hold 
between two variables?

0 1 2

3 4

[10,20] [30,40]

[10,20]

[40,50][60,70]



Solving Simple TCSPs

0
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2
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0 1 2 3 4

runs in polynomial time (       ) !

all-pairs-shortest
algorithm

O(n3)



Solving General TCSPs

• Can have disjunctive constraints (labels on the 
edges)

• Iťs an NP-hard problem (even with max. 2 
labels per edge)

• In practice we can use path-consistency and 
certain heuristics to improve efficiency.

O(n3
k

e)



Back to Beethoven vs. Mozart

T1

[14 years]

T2

[3 years] [0,2 weeks]

[16day, 6month,1786year]

T1'

T3

[3 months] T4

T0 = {1day, jan,1year}

T1

14years

T2

16day, 6month,1786year

T1'

T3

T4

T0 = {1day, jan,1year}

3years

-14years

-3years

2weeks

0

3months

-3months

-(16day, 6month,1786year)

Constraint network

distance
graph



And the Answers are...

for i := 1 to n do
dii ← 0;

for i, j := 1 to n do
dij ← aij ;

for k := 1 to n do
for i, j := 1 to n do

dij ← min{dij , dik + dkj}

Figure 7: All-pair-shortest-path algorithm

T1

14years

T2

16day, 6month,1786year

T1'

T3

T4

T0 = {1day, jan,1year}

3years

-14years

-3years

2weeks

0

3months

-3months

-(16day, 6month,1786year)

T1

[14 years]

T2

[3 years] [0,2 weeks]

[16day, 6month,1786year]

T1'

T3

[3 months] T4

T0 = {1day, jan,1year}

(a) (b)

Figure 8: TCSP depicting Beethoven’s first trip to Vienna: (a) constraint network (b) distance graph

To illustrate the process, Fig. 8 (a) shows the constraint network of the TCSP depicting
Beethoven’s first visit to Vienna (described in Section 1.1), after inserting the variable T0 (compare
to Fig. 2). Since the particular TCSP has no disjunction in constraints, it is essentially an STP. The
network is then trivially converted into a flow network called a distance graph (shown in Fig. 8 (b))
by keeping all the nodes but breaking each edge with constraint a ≤ Tj−Ti ≤ b into two edges with
constraints Tj −Ti ≤ b and Tj −Ti ≤ −a. Running the all-pair-shortest-distance algorithm yields a
minimal network similar to the matrix shown in Fig. 6 (b): its diagonal contains only non-negative
numbers (the STP is consistent), and the matrix is symmetric. Below are the resulting difference
intervals between T0 and the other variables (d denotes a duration of 16 days, 6 months and 1786
years):

T4 − T0 : [d]
T3 − T0 : [d− 3month]
T2 − T0 : [d− 3month − 2week, d− 3month]
T1 − T0 : [d− 3month − 2week − 3year, d− 3month − 3year]
T ′

1 − T0 : [d− 3month − 2week − 3year − 14year, d− 3month − 3year − 14year].

To carry out the calculation obviously we need to know the relationships among different temporal
units (e.g., a year has 12 months). As important is the semantics of the operators such as ‘−’
used above. For example, the result of d − 3month should be agnostic at the day granularity, and
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d = 16 days, 6 months and 1786 years

i

k

j
30 days

30 days

2 months

0

Figure 9: An STP fragment

should just give us a duration of 3 months and 1786 years. The arithmetics of mixed granularities
in the lower bound of T2 − T0, additionally, should subtract 2 weeks from the first week of the
date given by d − 3month, even when the date is at a higher granularity (month). There are also
other definitions necessary to carry out the all-pair-shortest-path algorithm, such as the semantics
of relation ‘<’ when comparing two durations/dates. Section 3.2.2 will be devoted to the modeling
of the relationships among temporal units, and propose time calculus as a principled way to encode
the necessary semantics. The result of the calculation is shown below.

T4 = July 17, 1787
T3 = April 1787
T2 = between 93200th and 93206th week (or between March 18 and May 5)
T1 = 1784
T ′

1 = 1770

We can therefore assemble a solution from the feasible intervals.18 The merged TCSP answering the
query whether the time Beethoven spent in Vienna is contained in Mozart’s stay in the city (Fig. 3)
can be solved similarly. In general, qualitative temporal relations between two time points Ti and
Tj can be represented by inserting edges with constraint [0,∞] (Ti before Tj) or [∞, 0] (Ti after
Tj), and a relation identification query is formed by exhausting all possibilities, and is answered by
determining the consistency of each possibility. Relations between time intervals can be reduced to
those among the relevant time points [Mei92].

Another adaptation is necessary when finding shortest paths in a distance graph where “dis-
tances” can be expressed in different temporal units. Consider the distance updating equation at
the heart of the all-pair-shortest-path algorithm, dij ← min{dij , dik + dkj}, and an STP fragment
in Fig. 9. The shorter path from Ti to Tj is contingent on the distance between T0 and Ti: if Ti

is a February in a non-leap year, “2 months” would be the shorter path from Ti to Tj ; however if
Ti is March, the other path is the shorter one. This complication arises because in real calendars
some metric units do not have constant size in terms of a base unit. We can solve this problem,
however, by comparing all distances from T0.

18The general consensus among historians seems to peg the date of Beethoven’s return (T3) around April 20, 1787.
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Wait, how do you know the 

answer to "x days - y weeks"? 

"x months - y fiscal years"?



Modeling Human Calendars 
as Constraint Systems

E2
T2

[14 years]

E3
T3[3 years] [0,4 months]

E4 
T4= {17_day, jul, 1789}

temporal object 
(variable)

E1
T1

event

month

year

day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod
{morning,...}

...calendar (CSP)

early/mid/late morning

week calendar 
component

week

dow
({1week, thu}, {2003year,may,1day})

tow
{non-weekend,
weekend}

N

weekday
{mon,...,fri}

{sun,mon,...}

year calendar 
component

units

values

month

year

day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod
{morning,...}

...

measurement

previous/next/every morning

periodicity

u1 is periodic in u2 iff 
every value of u1 is in 

the cover of every 
value of u2

Cover mappings: Cqoy,month(1qoy) = {jan,feb,mar}



Time Detective
“Over the long holiday weekend honoring Martin Luther King 
Jr.'s birthday, the mission managers suspended their meetings, 
and some participants took time off. They met on the next day, 
Jan. 21, five days into the flight.”

“The first shuttle mission flew in 1981.”

month

year

day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod
{morning,...}

...

week

dow
({1week, thu}, {2003year,may,1day})

tow
{non-weekend,
weekend}

N

weekday
{mon,...,fri}

{sun,mon,...}

{1986;1992;1997;2003}

A temporal expression is a 

peeking window into the 

calendar constraint system!

the 3rd Monday in January



Other Things that Calendars Do

• Which of the following times is the earliest?

• Add 2 seconds to 23:59:59 to Feb 28, 2004?
• Generate and test
• Speed-up is possible via periodicity relations and pre-

computing

c1 = {1995year,1qoy} c2 = {1995year,apr} c3 = {1995year,feb}

month

year

day

qoy

month ⊗ day

soy ⊗ month ⊗ day

hour

N

soy

tod
{morning,...}

...

c3 < c2 c1 < c2 c1 ? c3

Rule #1: only coordinates based on the 
same grounded chain are comparable.
Rule #2: x<y to be true if and only if every 
possible x is earlier than every possible y



How Complex can Temporal 
Expressions be?

• “Sept. 9, 1987”: Anchorable coordinate, but 
may come in different granularity.

• “Wednesday”: Doubly under-specified: (i) 
which Wednesday? (ii) point or interval?

• “4 o’clock”: Ambiguity.

• “today”: Referring to a reference time.



More Expressions...

• “last week”: Shifting with a certain amount of 
time with granularity change.

• “last Wednesday”: Amount to shift is not 
expressed in temporal units.

• “an hour and 15 minutes”: A quantity.

• “the 3rd week of November”: Ordinal 
expression.



And More...

• “Tuesday and Thursday”: An enumeration, 
not logical conjunction.

• “"om now until 1995”: A specialized 
enumeration I - an interval expression.

• “every week in May”: A specialized 
enumeration II - a recurrence expression.

• “twice a week”: A rate expression.



And More...

• Pragmatic expressions
• “about midday New York time”
• “late this year”
• “most of the day”
• “one recent day”

• Non-standard units
• “this term”
• “every weekday”
• “the previous fiscal year”



And Even More!

• Things are even nastier!

• “at least 30 days”: Inequalities.

• “4 1/2 hours a day”: Rate expressions + 
quantities.

• “every six days”: Recurrence + quantities.

• “at least 2 hours every second Monday 
"om June to August, 1987”.

• ...



Introducing Time Calculus

• A typed language with 3 types of “objects”:

• Coordinate (C): Points at certain 
granularity;

• Quantity (Q): Polarity neutral duration;

• Enumeration (E): Set of points (including 
intervals);

{1987year,sep,9day}

|1hour, 30min|

[{tue}, {thu}]



Connectives and Negation

• For conjunctions: ‘,’

• For disjunction: ‘;’

• For ambiguity: ‘|’

• For negation: ‘!’

{1987year,sep,9day}

{1987year; 1988year}

{4hour| 16hour}

{1987year, sep, !9day}



Operators and Relations

• Using operators to construct complex objects

• fuzzy shifting:
• intervals:
• ordinals:
• pattern recurrence:
• arithmetic recurrence:

• Using relations to construct complex objects

Type Relations Remarks

Point-interval re-
lations

C→gm
× E→gm

gm = minM(g(op1)∪g(op2))
b, s, d, f, bi, i Subset of the interval re-

lations.
Interval relations E→gm

× E→gm

gm = minM(g(op1)∪g(op2))
b, m, o, s, d, f,
i, =, bi, mi, oi,
si, di, fi, ii

From [All84];
i: = (s;d; f)

Table 3: Object relations

in the calendar, c(q)← c(q) ∪ {v1, v2, . . .}.
As an illustration we will now define the semantics of fuzzy shifting +. Let e and q be an

enumeration and a quantity, respectively, and assume u(q) =
∣∣n1

u1
, . . . , nm

um

∣∣, the operator is defined
as c: = {max(e[−1]) ⊕u1 n1 . . . ⊕um nm, cq}, where e[−1] is the last coordinate in enumeration e,
and function max(c) returns the “latest” possible coordinate from c. We first give a more involved
derivation for the expression “two nights after the accident on March 28”:

u(|2night|) = |2day|
g(|2day|) = {day}

{mar, 28day}+|2night| = {max(C→ E{day}({mar, 28day})[−1])⊕day 2, c(|2night|)}
= {{mar, 28day}⊕day 2, {night}}
= {mar, 30day, night}.

The derivation for the expression “tomorrow”, on the other hand, is simpler (assuming the temporal
focus is {2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour}):

+|1day| = {2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour}+|1day|
= {max(C→ E{day}({2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour})[−1])⊕day 1}
= {{2003year, feb, 28day}⊕day 1}
= {2003year, mar, 1day}.

3.4 Preliminary Experiment Results

In this subsection I will describe preliminary results of two experiments: the first experiment
realizes the constraint-based calendar system and a recency-based temporal focus model in a task of
understanding meeting-scheduling emails, and the second experiment concerns about the feasibility
of implementing a syntax-semantics interface for automatic time and event identification in newswire
texts. Both experiments assume the input to be in English.

3.4.1 Understanding Meeting-Scheduling Emails

In the first experiment, part of the proposed framework is implemented for a task of understanding
emails related to meeting-scheduling. The work is part of the RADAR project [RAD], where the
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{|2sun|@{may}}

[{may}: + |2month|]

[{bi 1896year}/|4year|]

{(>= 4, <= 5)
hour

}

[{∗wed, may}]



More on Enumerations

• “9am to 5pm, but not 2pm”

• “the 5th Wednesday in every month”
[[{9hour}:{17hour}]\[{14hour}]]

[|5wed|@{∗month}]



Granularity
• Why does it matter?

• What is it?
• A set of minimal units.

• Granularity change: installing a new set of minimal 
units into a temporal object

Type Relations Remarks

Point-interval re-
lations

C→gm
× E→gm
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b, s, d, f, bi, i Subset of the interval re-
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Interval relations E→gm

× E→gm

gm = minM(g(op1)∪g(op2))
b, m, o, s, d, f,
i, =, bi, mi, oi,
si, di, fi, ii

From [All84];
i: = (s;d; f)

Table 3: Object relations

in the calendar, c(q)← c(q) ∪ {v1, v2, . . .}.
As an illustration we will now define the semantics of fuzzy shifting +. Let e and q be an

enumeration and a quantity, respectively, and assume u(q) =
∣∣n1

u1
, . . . , nm

um

∣∣, the operator is defined
as c: = {max(e[−1]) ⊕u1 n1 . . . ⊕um nm, cq}, where e[−1] is the last coordinate in enumeration e,
and function max(c) returns the “latest” possible coordinate from c. We first give a more involved
derivation for the expression “two nights after the accident on March 28”:

u(|2night|) = |2day|
g(|2day|) = {day}

{mar, 28day}+|2night| = {max(C→ E{day}({mar, 28day})[−1])⊕day 2, c(|2night|)}
= {{mar, 28day}⊕day 2, {night}}
= {mar, 30day, night}.

The derivation for the expression “tomorrow”, on the other hand, is simpler (assuming the temporal
focus is {2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour}):

+|1day| = {2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour}+|1day|
= {max(C→ E{day}({2003year, feb, 28day, 8hour})[−1])⊕day 1}
= {{2003year, feb, 28day}⊕day 1}
= {2003year, mar, 1day}.

3.4 Preliminary Experiment Results

In this subsection I will describe preliminary results of two experiments: the first experiment
realizes the constraint-based calendar system and a recency-based temporal focus model in a task of
understanding meeting-scheduling emails, and the second experiment concerns about the feasibility
of implementing a syntax-semantics interface for automatic time and event identification in newswire
texts. Both experiments assume the input to be in English.

3.4.1 Understanding Meeting-Scheduling Emails

In the first experiment, part of the proposed framework is implemented for a task of understanding
emails related to meeting-scheduling. The work is part of the RADAR project [RAD], where the
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month

year

day

hour

old granularity

new granularity

old granularity

new granularity

REMOVE THESE

ADD THESE

Promotion Demotion

temporal unit

temporal object

higher granularity

lower granularity

temporal object

temporal unit

→{day} ({2003year,sep})

= {{2003year,sep,(≤ 30, ≥ 1)day}}



Re-interpretation
• Re-interpreting a coordinate into an enumeration

month

year

day

N

tod
{morning,...}

...

month

day

sep

sep 1 sep 30

year
2003

C → E{day}({2003year,sep}) = [i[min(→{day} ({2003year,sep})) : max(→{day} ({2003year,sep}))]]

= [i[{2003year,sep,1day} : {2003year,sep,30day}]]

C → E{year}({2003year,sep}) = [{2003year}]



Typed Operators

• Granularity is rolled into types
• type of                          is

• Operators are typed
• Type coercion kicks in behind the scene for 

granularity change and re-interpretation.

{2005year, summer} C{soy}

year

soy

Type Meaning Example

+/− E→g(u(op2)) × Qg(op2) → Cg(op2) forward/backward
fuzzy shifting

{ +|1month|}
(“next month”)

++/
−−

E→gm
× Q→gm

→ Cgm

gm = minM(g(op1) ∪ g(op2))
forward/backward
exact shifting

{ ++|1month|}
(“exactly one month after”)

@ Qg(op1) × E→g(op1) → Cg(op1) ordinal [|2sun|@{may}]
(“the second Sunday in
May”)
[|1wed|@{bi }]
(“the next nearest Wednes-
day”)

: C→gm
× C→gm

→ Egm

C→g(op2) × Qg(op2) → Eg(op2)

gm = minM(g(op1) ∪ g(op2))

interval [{may}:{jun}]
[{may}: + |1month|]
[{may}:− |1month|]

/ E→g(op2) × Qg(op2) → Cg(op2) arithmetic recur-
rence

[[{may}:{aug}]/|1month|]
(“every month from May to
August”)

∧ E→gm
× E→gm

→ Egm

gm = minM(g(op1) ∪ g(op2))
enumeration inter-
section

\ E→gm
× E→gm

→ Egm

gm = minM(g(op1) ∪ g(op2))
enumeration differ-
ence

[{ +|0year|}\
[{|1month|@{ +|0year|}}: ]]
(“the rest of the year”)

Table 2: List of the typed operators

Example 6 of Section 3.1 (“last week”), the granularity of a shifting expression is determined by
the quantity. To “factor out” the intended granularity from a quantity, we use a function u(q) to
convert quantity q into its pure-unit form - i.e., every term in a pure-unit quantity must be of the
form nu, where n is a non-negative integer and u is a unit. The function u(q) is defined as:

1. Change every nvu term into nu′ , where vu is a value of unit u, and u ! u′ (u is periodic in
u′);

2. Change every n(v1,v2,...) term into nu, where v1, v2, . . . is a set of values whose units u1, u2, . . .
form a path in the calendar, and maxM(u1, u2, . . .) ! u.

For example u(|2day|) = |2day|, u(|2morning|) = |2day|, and u(|2(sat,night)|) = |2week|.
Table 2 gives a complete list of the typed operators: we use op1 and op2 to denote the two

operands (from left to right), and Tg denotes an object of major type T converted to granularity
g. The two sets of shifting operators move the ending coordinate of an enumeration with an offset
specified by a quantity: the fuzzy version prunes away information below the target granularity,
while the exact version preserves the granularity. The ordinal operator selects a coordinate from an
enumeration; the interval operator forms an interval using either a pair of coordinates or a starting
coordinate and a duration specified by a quantity; the arithmetic recurrence operator enumerates
a set of coordinates within a range specified by a quantity, using a step-size specified by a second
quantity;27 and finally, the intersection and difference operators perform the respective set operation

27Pattern recurrence is another construct for representing recurrence [Han, 2003]; e.g., “every Wednesday from
3pm to 5pm” can be represented by [{∗wed, 15hour}:{17hour}], and “every 4 years since 1896” is [∗/4year,bi {1896year}].
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Example: Fuzzy Shifting
• Type of Fuzzy Shifting operator

• Quantities are broken down into pure-uni' 
quantities and implied constraints before shifting

• Definition of the operator

E→g(u(op2))
× Qg(op2) → C→g(op2)

|2wed| |2week| {wed}

e + q := {max(e[−1]) ⊕u1
n

1
. . . ⊕um

n
m

,cq}

u1n1

cqu } }



Example: Fuzzy Shifting

+|2wed| = {2005year, summer}+|2wed|
= {max(C→ E{week}({2005year, summer})[−1])⊕week 2, wed}
= {max([i[105487week:104600week]][−1])⊕week 2, wed}
= {{104600week}⊕week 2, wed}
= {104602week, wed}
= {2005year, sep, 28day}

1

e + q := {max(e[−1]) ⊕u1
n

1
. . . ⊕um

n
m

,cq}



Application I:
Project RADAR

• Building agents that read your emails

• Meeting-scheduling emails are converted into 
“templates”

• Agents negotiate meeting times using the 
templates



Annotating Times in Emails

“I’m scheduled to teach on Wednesday evening "om 6:00 to 9:
00.” (sent at: 01:32 Tue, Sep 2, 1997)
[{|1wed|@{bi }, 18hour}:{21hour}]

[1997−09−03 18:00:00 − 0500 : 1997−09−03 21:00:00 − 0500]

“Classes begin Monday 25.” (sent at: 01:17 Tue, May 6, 1997)
{mondow, 25day}

“Please put it in the directory by 5pm wednesday.”
(sent at: 11:41 Tue, Aug 26, 1997)

[?−?−? ?:? :? − 0500 : 1997−08−27 17:00:00 − 0500]

1997−05−25 ?:? :? − 0500

{(b i){{|1wed|@{bi }}, 17hour}}



Building Templates

• Input: emails
• Output: meeting templates

“I’d like to meet with you sometime next week. I’m free on Tuesday and Thursday. Let me
know if these times are good for you, thanks.” (timestamp: 21:43 May 5, 2004)

:
(timestamp"2004-05-05[21:43-5]")
:
(time-slots
(time-slot

(earliest-start-time"2004-05-11[00:00-5]"default)
(latest-finish-time"2004-05-11[23:59-5]"default)
(status"possible"))

(time-slot
(earliest-start-time"2004-05-13[00:00-5]"default)
(latest-finish-time"2004-05-13[23:59-5]"default)
(status"possible")))

:

Figure 14: An example email and the generated time-slots; temporal expressions are shown in bold.

Possible =
⋃
i

pi\
⋃
j

qj

Impossible =
⋃
j

qj\
⋃
i

pi.

Keeping both Possible times and Impossible times is necessary since users may not specify the status
of every minute (i.e., Unknown times do exist). As an example, the time-slots in the template above
indicate that for the initiator, 8AM - 2PM on June 25, 2003 is not a good time to meet, but the
same hours on June 26, 2003 are. The task for our system here, therefore, is to translate times
relevant to meeting-scheduling into their anchored forms (the time strings).

To implement the required NLP component, we are using a parsing system based on semantic
grammars [Gav00] to extract and translate temporal expressions into the time calculus format, since
vast amount of grammars have been developed before for conversational speech in travel schedul-
ing domain. A simple recency-based model similar to [WOOSM98] is also used to manage focus
movement across discourse. To benchmark the system, a point-based evaluation scheme producing
precision/recall/f-measure by comparing a generated template to its gold standard has been de-
signed (see Section 4.4.3), and we have since established our baseline. Several rounds of evaluations
have been conducted with steady improvements, and a current implementation is also running as
a web service so users can type in a mockup email and receive a generated template.29 Fig. 14
shows an example message and the generated time-slots. In time a more complete result will be
reported. In the rest of this subsection I will give two empirical observations regarding the modeling
of temporal focus.

29http://doppler.radar.cs.cmu.edu:8081/meetingTemplate/process.py/emailInterface
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“I’d like to meet with you sometime next week. I’m (ee o$ 
Tuesday and Thursday.” (sent at: 21:43 May 5, 2004)



Application II: Extracting Simple 
Event Structures from Newswire Texts

• Input: newswire texts (WSJ collection in 
Treebank)

• Output: event tuples
“A form of asbestos once used to make Kent cigarette filters has 
caused a high percentage of cancer deaths among a group of workers 
exposed to it more than 30 years ago”“A form of asbestos once used to make Kent cigarette filters has caused a high percentage of cancer
deaths among a group of workers exposed to it more than 30 years ago”

e20352416: (_, make/INF/None, _, filters)
e20402264: (form, used/None/None/PAS, _, once, (e20352416))
e20426800: (workers, exposed/None/None/PAS, {_-|>30.0_year|}, to)
e20429440: (form, caused/PRES/PERF, _, percentage)

Figure 16: Example of extracted event tuples: in the sentence the identified phrasal heads are underlined, and the

temporal expression is shown in bold; the underscores outside of the timestamp indicate missing fillers.

an NL discourse.
In terms of modeling human calendars, most of the theoretical groundwork has been done in my

preliminary research (Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). The current implementation includes a basic model
of the Gregorian calendar built on top of a CSP solver. The solver uses AC-3 algorithm [Mac77]
augmented with heuristics such as ranking constraints. With the help of an interval representation
of feasible values, it is able to reason a magnitude faster than the conventional solving methods
for discrete domains such as constraint propagation and distribution: the current implementation
is able to solve calendar CSPs reasonably efficiently within the range of 200 years (1900-2100 AD)
down to millisecond granularity. However for extremely under-specified expressions involving DUP
units (Dependent Unit Product units, Section 3.2.2), the solution process can be bogged down due
to the introduction of numerous small intervals (or equivalently, many “holes”) in the feasible range
of DUP domain, thus defeating the benefit of using an interval representation. For example, the
bare expression “the 25th” (meaning the 25th day of a particular month) introduces 12 one-day
intervals in the cartesian product of the values from unit month and day. I would like to investigate
ways of introducing enumeration as late as possible to improve efficiency. Another potential area
for improvement is arithmetics. The current implementation falls back to the generate-and-test
approach when adding/subtracting temporal units without the help of the periodicity relation. In
addition to an implementation of simple caching, further speedup might be possible by taking up
the idea of using a finite string representation proposed in [Wij00]. Still another possibility for
improvement on calendar modeling is to expand the coverage of the model over the target domains:
this includes modeling of certain temporal units such as semesters, academic quarters/years, fiscal
quarters/years etc, and temporal values such as holidays; e.g., Mother’s Day (2nd Sunday in May),
Martin Luther King Day (3rd Monday in January), etc.

In terms of time calculus, a subset of operators and relations have been implemented (the fuzzy
shifting operators + and −, the ordinal operator @, all of the value relations and object relations b
and bi). In addition to completing the implementation work, revisions might be necessary based on
the empirical evidence collected along the way. Geological differences in time introduced by time
zones and daylight saving time will also be modeled.

With respect to the TCSP solver, a prototype implementation is complete but has not been
integrated with the other components of the framework. The solver is able to decompose a TCSP
into several STPs without disjunctions, and assemble solutions to the TCSP from those to the
individual STPs. In particular for temporal expressions not referring to the temporal focus variable
‘ ’, they will generate multiple possible points in time; for example, “The 2nd Sunday in May”
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subject predicate tense aspect participanttime

event ID



Extracting Event Structures
• Identify temporal expressions using a statistical 

classifier
• Recover -TMP function tag
• Training a Support Vector Machine for each of ADVP, NP, PP, 

and SBAR on WSJ sections 2-6
• Testing on WSJ sections 7-81 Introduction

(NP
(NP (NNS workers) )
(RRC
(VP (VBN exposed)
(NP (-NONE- *) )
(PP-CLR (TO to)
(NP (PRP it) ))

(ADVP-TMP
(NP
(QP (RBR more) (IN than) (CD 30) )
(NNS years) )

(IN ago) ))))

2

“...workers exposed to i' 
more than 30 years ago”



Simple Event Structures in Newswire 
Texts

“A*er the shuttle Cha+enger exploded 17 years ago , the shuttle fleet was 
grounded for two years as NASA investigated the mishap .”

(Publication time: 21:23, 2003/02/02 EST)

e1: (shuttle, exploded/PAST/None, ?t1:={_-|17.0_year|})
e2: (NASA, investigated/PAST/None, ?t2:=_, mishap)
e3: (fleet, grounded/PAST/None/PAS, (?t3:=[_:+|2.0_year|]) > ?t1)
?t3 = ?t2

t1 = 1986.0
t2 = t3 = [1986.0_year:+|2.0_year|]



Conclusions

• Temporal scenarios in Natural Language are 
modeled as Temporal Constraint Satisfaction 
Problems.

• Human calendars are modeled as constraint 
systems.

• A typed language Time Calculus is designed to 
capture the meaning of temporal expressions 
and other temporal information.



The Future?


